Epson C3500

Epson C7500

Epson C831

Roll to roll system for Epson C3500

Label unwinder + printer plate + label rewinder

CREATE YOUR

print
station

and boost
your
workflow.

Roll to roll system for Epson C7500

Label unwinder + printer plate + label rewinder

Inline Matrix Remover for Epson C7500
Label unwinder available

Do you own an Epson ColorWorks C3500, C7500 or C831?
Thanks to a collaboration with Epson, D.P.R. has created a
dedicated product line.
The freedom to build the configuration that better fits your
needs.
Making their world premiere are D.P.R. brand new matrix
remover for the C7500 and slitter for the C831.

Roll to roll system for Epson C831

Label unwinder + printer plate + label rewinder

All products specific for use with Epson ColorWorks line
are meant to improve your turnaround for label production.
In order to guarantee a perfectly aligned media path,
specific baseplates which easily accommodate the Epson
ColorWorks printers are available and you will benefit from
your own in-house printing solution.

designed for

Inline Label Slitter for Epson C831
Label unwinder available

ASS1111-S0

ASS1114-S0

ASD1111-S0

ASD1114-S0

Label unwinder with
40mm - 118mm (1.57” - 4.64”)
adjustable core holder

Label unwinder with
76mm (3”) fixed core holder

Label rewinder with
40mm - 118mm (1.57” - 4.64”)
adjustable core holder

Label rewinder with
76mm (3”) fixed core holder
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ASD1134-S4

ASS1134-S4

EPS831-SLT100

EPS7500-MTX100

Label unwinder with
76mm (3”) fixed core holder

Label rewinder with
76mm (3”) fixed core holder

Inline label slitter for
Epson C831 printer

Inline matrix remover for
Epson C7500 printer
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More info: www.dpr-srl.it

Why D.P.R.
product line
for Epson
ColorWorks
printers is a
must-have

1. You can print roll-to-roll without concerns about
compromising label quality. Everything is all kept
in line, neat and perfectly aligned.
2. Use large size rolls with your Epson color label
printers by adding our unwinders and rewinders to
your printer. A great way to improve the efficiency
of your color label printing operation.
3. Print small to large format labels roll-to-roll and
print from a roll for immediate presentation.
4. All D.P.R. products are manufactured in Italy using
industrial motors and industrial steel frames.
These are designed to provide many years of
service.
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